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Abstract
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Vulnerability Modeling
Author: Fernando Simon Plaz
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This thesis is composed of three main projects which are directly linked to wind engineering.
Hazards such as tornadoes and hurricanes are natural disasters which causes human and
economic losses. First, the study consists on a forensic analysis made to a Tornado that hit
Funing and Sheyang counties, in the Jiangsu Province of China. 21 villages, mostly rural,
experienced important damages to different type of structures. The work will describe field
observations and structural analyses made to communication towers. Preliminary estimates
of wind speeds will be given based on the observations and the analysis as well as
recommendations to reduce failures and losses on the future. Next, the second project consist
on a forensic analysis made to Florida Keys after Hurricane Irma. Irma landed at Florida
Keys as a category 4 storm. Two teams were deployed at Florida Keys to do a
reconnaissance. The assessment was facilitated by using a mobile custom application named
Fulcrum. Where the team documented photos of structures, buildings information and
damage ratios per components for each record evaluated. Then an exhausting data curation
was made to do a quality check of the recollected information. Also, statistics such as
distribution of damage and construction materials were analyzed. Finally, different cases
affected by wind and/or surge are discussed. The last project, included on Appendix C,
regards on Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model, which is a catastrophe model that predicts
insurance losses due to intensive wind events. A comparison study of vulnerability curves is
made between two models, the Personal Residential Model and The Commercial Low-Rise
Model. The objective is to understand their differences to produce on the future a Merged
model.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1 Background
Tornadoes and Hurricanes are some of the natural disasters that constantly threatens people,
properties, and life stability. Annually these are topics that are been considered worldwide.
Even though many advances have been done, there still is much work to do to prevent and
control losses.
This thesis consists of three different types of research that are directly linked to wind
hazards. The first research is about a Tornado that occurred in China in 2016. This tornado
took 98 lives and made important economic losses in the County of Jiangsu. A field
reconnaissance and a forensic analysis are shown on this specific topic. The second research
is about Hurricane Irma. This recent hurricane was catastrophic and took around 50 lives just
in Florida, many more on the Caribbean islands. A reconnaissance on Florida Keys was made
where plenty of data was recollected. This data was cured and used to identify patterns that
caused the damage and/or destruction of thousands of homes.
The Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM) is a Catastrophe model developed by a
group of researchers from many universities. The objective of this model is to realistically
predict losses due to hurricanes.

The FPHLM is composed of three components,

Meteorological, Vulnerability, and Actuarial. The third research included on this thesis is
about the Vulnerability component, specifically on modeling interior damage of structures.
Currently, the FPHLM has 2 different programs inside the vulnerability component. The first
program is the Personal Residential (PR) program. This program is used for 1 story and 2
story personal residential houses. The second program is the Commercial Residential LowRise program, which largely covers apartments buildings from 1 to 3 stories. On this third
research, a vulnerability comparison is made between these two programs to see if a merged
model would represent accurately both models.
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1.2 Motivation
The past year (2017), the hurricane season was enormously active. Three giant hurricanes,
Harvey, Irma, and Maria impacted the United States and many other countries. These
hurricanes caused massive human and economic losses. Other natural hazards such as the
Tornado in China in 2016 and the earthquakes on Iran and Mexico in 2017, where important
natural disasters that harm the world. It is the goal of this work to contribute with research
to reduce and prevent losses.
Since 2005 there has not been any category 3 hurricane that impacted United States. This
has put on halt many research from advancing. While this year has been extremely harmful,
it has also provided many useful data that can impulse present and future investigations.
These natural disasters are also an opportunity to evaluate if the updated construction
manuals have served to minimize the risks and destruction of structures.

1.3 Objectives
The main goal of this thesis is to analyze wind hazards and to obtain results which will
help in the future to reduce, mitigate and prevent human and economic damages. By this,
the primary objectives of the work are stated below.
•

Understand structural failures based on a mix of field observation and forensic
analysis.

•

Determine preliminary estimates of wind speeds from the forensic analysis.

•

Determine different patterns from the recollected and curated data of Hurricane
Irma.

•

Study of the interior damage of the vulnerability component of the Florida Public
Hurricane Loss Model.

2

1.4 Scope
This thesis starts in chapter 2 with a literature review, where important papers about
hurricanes and tornados will be stated. Also, in this chapter a summary of important
publications regarding forensic analysis of Communication Towers and about the Florida
Public Hurricane Loss Model is made. Chapter 3 mainly consists on the Tornado of 2016 in
China, where the data obtained from the site visit and the different analyses made are
explained in detail. Chapter 4 is based on Hurricane Irma, primarily about the reconnaissance
effort and the use of the information obtained from the field. Chapter 6 consist on
conclusions and recommendations that resulted from the studies. Finally, on Appendix C
shows the work completed for the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model.
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Chapter 2.

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
As it was mentioned before in Chapter 1, this thesis consists of an assembly of three
investigations made about Tornado and Hurricane hazards. On this literature review, each
subchapter will comprise of previous works and investigations that are directly associated to
each of the three topics discussed inside the thesis.

2.2 Tornadoes
Tornado, as defined by the National Severe Storms Laboratory, is an aggressive rotating
pillar of air which extends from a thunderstorm to the ground. It is very hard to determine a
range of wind speeds for a tornado, but there have been cases where it can reach more than
300 mph(483km/h). It is for this same reason that Twisters are measured by the damage that
they cause and not by the wind speed that they achieve. Below are shown examples of Scales
that measure the damage of the Tornadoes. Both Figures were obtained from the Storm
Prediction Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

Figure 1.Fujita Tornado Damage Scale
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Figure 2.Enhanced Fujita Scale

Currently the EF scale is the most widely used scale to rate the intensity of a tornado. But
when it comes to estimating wind speeds, this scale has one very important limitation. The
EF scale does not account the damages produced by windborne debris. Since damages
caused by debris are very common during a tornado event, it is hard to determine if the
damages were produced by the wind speed estimation given by in the scale. For the Joplin
tornado, which is considered one of the deadliest tornadoes ever to hit the United States, two
methods were compared to estimate near-surface wind speeds. The first methods was the
“Tree fall patterns” which studied different fall patterns of a tree due to tornadic winds. The
second method consisted on assigning a degree of damage from photos and other relevant
information recollected from surveys. Next, the expected wind speed for that degree of
damage was selected and rated as in the Fujita Scale. The table below shows the degree of
damage table used for the second method. (Lombardo, Roueche, & Prevatt, 2015)
Table 1.Degree of damage for one and two stories residences

(Lombardo, Roueche, & Prevatt, 2015)
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A good example of a damage assessment is the effort elaborated by Dao. On this work, the
author focused on a category EF5 tornado that hit Moore, Oklahoma. This tornado destroyed
several schools and homes. Few days after the hazard, a team of engineers traveled to the
damaged locations to document the damages. After an exhaustive effort, the team decided to
focus on documenting in detail one zone, which was believed to be the less affected by
windborne debris. Furthermore, based on damage observations, the group gave each
structure assessed a damage rating. This rating was used following the Enhanced Fujita scale.
Figure 3 shows the tornado path and the zone where the damage detail investigation
occurred. (Dao, et al., 2014)

Figure 3.Moore tornado path and zone of interested inside circle. (Dao, et al., 2014)

Similarly, to the Moore tornado, a damage assessment was elaborated for the Tuscaloosa
tornado, were over 7000 homes were damaged. This tornado reached category EF4 and
destroyed or damaged severely 67% of the affected homes. On the work, several critical
damage states are described to help decrease the damage intensity for different building
components. For example, it is mentioned that loss of wall siding could be due to improper
installation. Additionally, “Hurricane-rated siding installed with fastener penetration into
studs and sheathing material can significantly increase the capacity of siding”. (van de Lindt,
et al., 2013)
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2.2.1 Tornadoes in China
China is known to be one important tornado-prone region in the world. The paper elaborated
by Yao Yeqing, shows important data of where hurricanes tend to occur in this country. They
also did an important analysis determining on which season and the climatologic conditions
that facilitate the appearance of this phenomenon. As a result, they concluded that 81 percent
of the tornadoes occur in eastern China. According to the paper, the month range from June
to August are the most critical ones. Figure 4 shows the most vulnerable regions to tornados.

Figure 4.Highest frequency tornado occurrence regions in China. (Yao, Zhang, & Zijiangs, 2015)

Even though China experiences around 100 tornadoes per year, it is extremely rare that a
high category tornado impacts the country. In the last 60 years, only 6 tornadoes categorized
as EF4 on the Enhanced Fujita scale have occurred. The province of Jiangsu in China is by
far the most affected by high category tornados. In fact, the last Tornado EF4 occurred in
2016 in Jiangsu province. This tornado was very violent and caused 99 casualties and more
than 800 injuries. Two other important tornadoes were registered in China between June and
July of 2016. One of the tornadoes impacted Wenchang City, which is located in Hainan
province. The Wenchang Tornado caused one death, 11 injuries, and 178 destroyed houses.
Later, regional surveys indicated that the tornado was a category EF3.Finally the third big
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tornado, named Zhanjiang Tornado, did not hit any building on its 15-minute duration. The
twister was not able to be categorized. Figure 5 shows an image of the Wenchang Tornado.
(Xue, et al., 2016)

Figure 5.Wenchang Tornado. (Xue, et al., 2016)

2.2.2 Previous Communication Tower Analysis
One of the structures that are severely damaged during tornadoes and wind hazards are the
communication towers. There exist many studies of lattice towers trying to reduce the
damage caused to these structures when faced with severe wind conditions. First, the paper
created by Sharma “Comparative Analysis of Steel Telecommunication Tower Subjected to
Seismic & Wind Loading” is a good example of modeling a steel lattice tower. In this paper,
they show the different loads and supports to consider in the analysis. Also, various studies
were made to towers with different height and bracing. The objective of the work was to
compare them and determine the results for each case. The first important conclusion stated
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was that the type of bracing did not affect considerably the displacement of the tower for
towers with a height between 25m to 30m.
Rajasekharan, did a similar approach but this time comparing the stresses of towers with
30m,40m, and 50m height, were each tower was provided with four different bracing sets.
Rajasekharan determined that a variation of height from 30m to 40m caused an increase of
68% in joint displacement. Also, the stress increased 40%. After 40 meters height, there exist
several differences between the bracing sets. The Y bracing obtained the most joint
displacement, while XX bracing suffered the most stress on the tower’s bottom legs.
The ASCE 7-10 is widely used to account wind load on different kind of structures. Chapter
29 describes clearly the steps to obtain wind force and wind pressure for a lattice tower. To
complement the study, and get a better understanding of this topic, both the Australian
Standards and the Telecommunication Industry Association (TIA) Standard were revised.
Erichsen developed a document which explains in detail the TIA Standard. The exposure
category, which is sometimes complicated to assign, is given with examples and
descriptions. Also, the topographic factor and the antenna loads are easily explained.
Further investigations lead to a work by Sreehari, where is remarked the importance of
considering all possible extreme condition when designing lattice towers. This effort
explains the design and analysis of a 4-leg lattice tower. The tower was modeled using
ANSYS and STAAD, where the support of the tower was chosen to be fixed and the rest of
the elements were treated as simple connections. At the end, the author recommends the use
of tubular members for trussed towers because they are more economical.
Siddesha.H in her publication “Wind Analysis of Microwave Antenna Towers” is concerned
mainly with the setting and configuration of the angles in a tower. The author believes that
using the optimal setting and configuration on a lattice tower will reduce the failures caused
by extreme conditions in a great manner. Also, optimizing setting could result in obtaining
economical results.
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Jesumi, also concerned on the optimal bracing system, compared five 50m towers composed
of five different bracing sets. Using STAAD as the design model program, he obtained the
maximum displacement for each tower. “X-B” bracing was the set which resulted in less
joint displacement.
Another model was created by Joao Rodrigues. This time the tower had angular members
and a height of 40m. The tower was modeled using two codes, the Eurocode 3 and the
European Standard EN 50341-1. The Eurocode resulted to be more conservative. A second
analysis explained and compared a pinned joint tower model and a rigid joint tower model.
The results indicated that the rigid model design leads to a major number of failed members,
making it a less favorable design. By this, it is concluded that using a pinned joint model is
a more optimal design for lattice towers.
Joseph believes that monopole towers are earning popularity. It is stated in the work that
these structures are more versatile than conventional lattice towers and have better
performance. For this case, a model of a monopole tower was created using Ansys. The
tower was fixed at the bottom and the elements used were Shell 181. Wind loads, with basic
wind speed of 33 m/s, and Antenna load were assigned to the 40 m tubular steel tower. All
results obtained for stresses and deflections were within the permissible range.
Although the modeling of the towers can be very different, depending on the engineer,
G.H.Mahmoud recommends a Static Pushover Analysis to capture failure mode of
transmission towers. On their paper, they try to compare the results of their model with two
towers that failed in Egypt in 2010 due to intensive winds. These winds reached 200 km/h
(124 mph). On the work, they presented photos of the actual failures of the towers. Then
they compared the actual failures to the results obtained from the modeling. The failures on
both, photos and modeling, coincide. By this, it is concluded that the technique accurately
predicts failure of transmission towers. (Mahmoud, Tork, & EL-Beshlawy, 2016)
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2.3 Hurricanes
These large tropical storms start as a tropical depression until they reach 74 mph(119km/h)
where they become Hurricanes. According to NASA scientist still do not know exactly how
this phenomenon is formed, but they do know that two factors must be accomplished for
these storms to appear. The first factor is warm water, usually above 26 °C (79 °F), to provide
the necessary energy. The second factor is a stable direction and speed of winds. It is believed
that winds that change constantly can finalize a storm. (NASA, 2014)
Hurricanes can potentially damage structures severely. Their wind speeds can reach 157 mph
or higher as shown in the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale (See Figure 7). In contrast
with Tornadoes, the Hurricanes are categorized mainly by the wind speed that they reach.
The Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale is a scale that rates Hurricanes from 1 to 5, where
5 is the category with biggest wind speeds. Figure 6 shows an image of hurricane Irma
reaching Cuba.

Figure 6.Hurricane Irma (NOAA,2017)
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Figure 7.Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale (National Hurricane Center,2017)

2.3.1 Hurricane field survey
Nowadays, data gathering, and data analysis are being extremely crucial to advance in any
technological work. By this, after every natural disaster, groups of researchers, graduate
students and professional join to collect different types of information. For hurricane survey,
each team visits a great number of structures a day. But as mentioned by Min C, Shirley J,
and Ramirez J, only a small part of the data obtained from the field is used. In this paper,
they assure that one main reason for the lack of use of data is because the data is not always
well classified and categorize. The data categorization still needs human touch, and it is a
slow and tedious process. Therefore, on this work, they propose “Recent convolutional
neural network “which are basically algorithms that automatically analyzes pictures of
disasters and classifies them in a limited form. One of the classifications that they mention
is the damage classification, where the program would recognize between structures that
collapse and structures that resisted main failures. (Chul, Dyke, & Ramirez, 2018).
Hermann Fritz, Chris Blount, Robert Sokoloski and Justin Singleton explain how did they
recollect data, specifically from surge damage, just after Hurricane Katrina. The data of
interest was mainly about maximum storm surge elevation. Since this type of data disappears
quickly, they divided into several team groups to gather numerous high-water marks. Other
important information collected was “distance between the coastline and the maximum
extent of saltwater intrusion and the inundation areas”. All these materials were documented,
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photographed and geolocated. As a conclusion, 153 data points were obtained and the highest
storm surge height measured was around 10m. (Fritz, Blount, Sokoloski, & Singleton, 2008)
K. Gurley and F.J. Masters on their paper “Post-2004 Hurricane Field Survey of Residential
Building Performance” used statistical analysis to evaluate the behavior of the structures
during the 2004 tropical storm season. To start with the authors conducted a survey, where
numerous photos and information of each random house selected was obtained. Also, several
parameters were chosen to evaluate the structural performance of each home. These
parameters are:
• “GPS location, exposure, orientation of home;
• Openings (windows and doors, protection method, and
damage);
• Garage door (type, pressure rating, and damage);
• Roof cover (type and damage);
• Soffit (type, size, and damage);
• Attachments (type and damage; e.g., pool cage, carport, lanai);
• Interior water penetration sources (ceilings, doors, walls,
windows); and
• Roof construction (sheathing type and thickness; fastener type,
size, and spacing; roof-to-wall connections)”. (Gurley & Masters, 2011)
Each of the components mentioned above was studied to evaluate the performance of houses
built between 1994 and 2004.

2.3.2 Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model
Hurricane Katrina was an important impact on the United States economy. There were 1.1
million home, business and commercial claims that accounted more than 50% of total
insured losses (Balderrama, 2009). The prediction of insurance losses is a hard task that is
continuously been updated for accuracy. The FPHLM is catastrophe model sponsored by the
Florida Department of Insurance that estimates damage and economic losses. It was
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elaborated to be an alternative to private CAT models used by insurance, where proper
insurance rate regulations are followed (Johnson, 2011).
Initially, the FPHLM was focused on project losses of personal residential building. But the
continued efforts and updates expanded the model to include commercial residential
buildings. The engineering team, which is composed of the University of Florida and Florida
Institute of Technology, is in control of three major tasks of the model (Johnson, 2011).
1) “Estimating the physical damage to all exterior components of typical buildings, including
roof cover, roof decking, walls, and openings” (Johnson, 2011).
2) “Assessing the interior and utilities damage due to water penetration through exterior
damage and defects to interior walls, ceiling, doors, etc” (Johnson, 2011).
3) “Combining the exterior and interior damage to estimate the building, contents, and time
related vulnerabilities” (Johnson, 2011).
Since 2002, the FPHLM has experienced many updates and improvements by numerous of
people who have decided to work on it. Many thesis and dissertations have been dedicated
to optimizing the model to achieve efficient results. Since the Personal Residential has been
certified by The Florida Commission of Hurricane Loss Methodology since 2006, later
works have been focused on the Commercial Low-Rise Model. Gonzalo Pita and Timothy
Johnson were in charge of developing the vulnerability component of the Commercial
Residential Low-Rise Model. On their works, they focused on including all the features of
the newer model as close as possible to the Personal Residential Model (Miller, 2016).
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Chapter 3.

Tornado in rural areas of Jiangsu
province in China (2016)

3.1 Event description
June 23, 2016, a tornado impacted Funing and Sheyang counties, in Jiangsu province, China
(See Figure 8). It was considered the most destructive tornado in China since 1977. Most of
the affected cities were rural cities far from hospitals and common services. Villages mostly
consisted of brick masonry homes, farmlands, and some industrial structures. Yearly, Funing
county experiences around 21 tornadoes in a year, which makes the county in the most
vulnerable in the country. (Wang, et al., 2017)

Figure 8.Funing and Sheyang location in China
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3.1.1 Losses due to Tornado
Jiangsu experienced catastrophic human and economic losses. In total 21 villages were
affected by the tornado. Since the villages were mostly rural and the properties were mostly
built of low-quality brick masonry, the impact of the Tornado on these villages was
tremendous. 98 people were killed and around 4.5 km² of residential zones were damaged
severely. (Wang, et al., 2017)
The tornado produced “damage swath of 34.5 km long and with a maximum width of 4.1
km” (Meng, et al., 2018). According to weather underground 3200 houses were destroyed.
Wang categorized the decedents into 4 age groups and separated them by sex (See Figure
9a). The figure shoes that mortality increased with age. In his study, he also determined that
most of the deaths were adults older than 45 years. Wang also elaborated a cause of death
analysis, were head trauma was attributed as the cause of death for around 74 people.

Figure 9.Statistical analysis on decedents. (Wang, et al., 2017)
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3.2 Site visit to Jiangsu
A reconnaissance team visited the villages affected by the Tornado to report and document
the damages. During the reconnaissance, the team, composed by China and United States
university professors and graduate students, recollected photos and videos of the damages.
Also, the team identified the different types of structures and measured some of the failed
structural members, as well as some undamaged structural members of different types of
buildings.
Figure 10 shows the survey track and the eleven site points where the team gathered
information.

Figure 10.Tornado survey track.

Since the site visit occurred in November, in most cases, debris was already disposed of,
which made it difficult to obtain proper measurements from some buildings and structures.
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3.2.1 Inventory of results
All types of documentation, including photos, and videos were uploaded on a China-based
cloud collaboration platform named Baidu. One folder stored dimensions and documentation
related to field measurements. A second folder stored different papers related to the analyses.
The folder named videos stored all the videos from the tornado. Finally, the last folder
included the photos. It organized sub-folders categorized by sector areas. For example, all
photos from Qiqiao village were stored in a subfolder named “Surveyed pictures Qiqiao”.
Tools used during investigation:
•

Cameras: Used to capture damaged structures at the eleven points of investigation;

•

Measurement tapes: Used to measure dimensions of structural members. The team
gathered measurements from lattice tower, warehouses utility posts among others.;

•

Blocknotes: Used to document dimensions and notes of damages as well as any other
important detail noticed on the survey;

All notes were afterwards documented and organized in excel sheets. In total, 26
structures/objects were documented. Appendix A shows all the recollected information
during the visit. The records are organized by day of survey, site location, type of structure
and coordinates.

3.2.2 Building types
Focusing on the survey track, the building types were both categorized by occupancy and by
structural type. Almost 98% of the structures on the surveyed villages were of residential
type. The other 2 percent was composed of industrial, school and office buildings (See Table
2). The map in Figure 11 shows the geographic distribution of the different types of
occupancy.
Table 2.Distribution of records by Occupancy
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Figure 11.Damaged villages distributed by type of occupancy

The map in Figure 12 shows the geographic distribution of the building type. 96% of the
structures surveyed are made of brick masonry. These two maps and the tornado track were
courtesy of Dr. Weihua Fang from Beijing Normal University.

Figure 12.Damaged villages distributed by type of structure
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Schools, offices, industrial building and communication towers correspond to structure built
either of reinforced concrete or steel. In contrary, single-family homes were of brick
masonry. Figure 13 show the different types of structures identified during the site visit.

Brick Masonry home (a)

Zhong Yi car company (Reinforced concrete) (b)

Steel warehouse Zhon Yi car company (c)
Steel Communication Tower (d)
Figure 13.Type of structures on Funing

Finally, the team listed the different type of building components and categories identified
on site. (Jingwei, 2016)
✓ Roof shape: Gable, hip, and flat
✓ Roof cover: Metal and tiles
✓ Number of stories: 1,2 and 3
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3.2.3 Damage levels
Each structure was classified depending on the damage level. For this work, 4 damage levels
were selected which are:
✓ No damage
✓ Moderate Damage
✓ Severe Damage
✓ Collapsed
Table 3 was used to reduce the subjectivity of assigning damage ratios for residences, and to
increase the consistency of the data.
Table 3.Guidance to assign damage ratios for the Tornado
Damage
Description

Roof/Wall
cover failures

Window/door
failures

Roof/deck

Roof
Strcture
failure

Wall
structure
failure

0

No visible Damage

0% ≥and ≤
10%

≤1

No

No

No

1

Moderate

10% ≥ and ≤
50%

>1 and≤ the
larger of 3
and 20%

1-3 panels

No

No

2

Severe Damage

> 50%

>1 the larger
of 3 and 20%
and≤50%

>3 and
≤25%

3

Destruction

> 50%

>50%

>25%

Damage
State

15%
>15%

Additionally, Figure 14 illustrates a visual example for each damage ratio.
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No
Yes

Figure 14.Visual examples of degree of damage

The following map (See Figure 15) is a product of several reconnaissance visit from different
teams together with aerial surveys. All 4 damage levels are represented in different colors
and correspond to a structure inspected during the site visit. The direction of the tornado is
represented by an arrow, which shows that the tornado moved from the west to the east of
Funing County. The trace of the collapsed and severely damaged structures coincides with
the path of the tornado. Based on the map, and using google earth as a measurement tool, the
damage length of the tornado was around 31.2km, and the damage width around 2.5km.
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Figure 15.Building damage track

Based on reconnaissance and research from Chinese universities, the China Meteorological
Administration determined that the Tornado reached the EF4 category of the Enhanced
Fujita scale. This study performed aerial survey of the damages and then compared the
results with the Enhanced Fujita Scale indicators. (Xue, et al., 2016)

3.3 Forensic Analyses
The reconnaissance yielded photos, videos, and measurement from houses, communication
towers, utility posts warehouses and other structures, as described in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
With all these information, the team proceeded to investigate different ways to predict wind
speeds the tornado reached.
The idea was to backtrack the minimum wind speeds from the observed damage. Although
the vast majority of the damage was of unreinforced adobe homes, no information was
available on the material properties of the blocks and cement, or on the engineering
characteristics of the construction of these modest homes. No blueprints of the houses or
detailed member dimensions were obtained during the investigation. It was clear from the
damage that these constructions were very fragile and would provide only a very lower
bound of the wind speeds.
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On the contrary, several engineered structures were damaged, including industrial
warehouse, utility poles, power transmission towers, and more importantly communication
towers.

3.3.1 Communication Tower analysis
Four damaged communication towers communication towers were surveyed. These lattice
towers were located inside the survey track, and they all suffered important failures. A fifth
communication tower was documented outside the damaged county area, this tower was
undamaged and was listed only for comparison. Figure 16 shows the location were the 4
damaged communication towers were surveyed, all of them inside Funing county.

Figure 16.Damaged communication towers location

3.3.1.1 Communication tower characteristics
Each communication tower was identified with a name and classified into 4 main categories
which are:
Number of faces: The towers identified on the survey had either 3 or 4 numbers of faces.
Exterior members: Exterior member were identified as angular or tubular members.
Location: Town or village where the lattice tower was surveyed.
Height: Estimated height of the tower.
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Below, each tower will be linked to a table which shows its basic characteristics and images
took during the reconnaissance.
•

Museum Tower: Table 4 and Figure 17.
Table 4.Museum Tower

Number of faces
Exterior member
Location
Height (estimated)
Tower analyzed

4
Angular
Museum
(25-30) m
✔

4 number of faces (a)
angular members (b)
Figure 17.Museum communication tower images

•

Danping Tower 1: Table 5 and Figure 18.
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Table 5.Danping Tower 1

Number of faces
Exterior member

3
Tubular
Danping
Village
(18-20)
m
X

Location
Height (estimated)
Tower analyzed

3 number of faces and tubular members (a)
landscape of tower (b)
Figure 18.Danping 1 communication tower images

•

Danping Tower 1: Table 6 and Figure 19.
Table 6.Danping Tower 2

Number of faces
Exterior member

3
Angular
Danping
Village
(25)m
✔

Location
Height (estimated)
Tower analyzed
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Figure 19.Danping 2 communication tower

•

Qiqiao Tower: Table 7 and Figure 20.
Table 7.Qiqiao Tower

Number of faces
Exterior member

3
Tubular
Qiqiao
Village
(45-50)m
✔

Location
Height (estimated)
Tower analyzed

Figure 20. Qiqiao communication Tower
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The team obtain measurement of some members of each communication tower. Most of the
time these members were located at the bottom part of the tower. In some cases, the tower
failed but was still standing in a precarious way, which made it nearly impossible for the
team to obtain dimensions of the members at the middle/top of the tower. In other cases, the
towers were completely collapsed and some of the debris were trashed away, which again
did not allow the team to document dimensions of the entire tower. For information about
the dimensions measured on the field see Appendix A.
To solve the problem, the team approached different Chinese sources asking for information
about the towers. In total 6 complete blueprints of typical communication towers in China
where obtained. Although the blueprints did not correspond exactly to any of the failed
towers, all of them were very useful to predict non-documented members of the collapsed
towers. Next, Figure 21 shows an example of one section of a communication tower
blueprint. Figure 22 and 23 shows the blueprints mostly used on the analyses.

Figure 21.Example of communication tower blueprint section
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Figure 22.Blueprint 1 and 2

The Museum Tower and Danping Tower were analyzed based on Blueprint 1 and 2.

Figure 23.Blueprint 3 and 4

Qiqiao Tower was analyzed based on blueprints 3 and 4.
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In addition, to the blueprints, China’s code was also revised to understand the common
types of steel members. Blueprints also provided this information within the specifications.
Figure 24 shows the design strength chart for steel members on the Chinese code.

Figure 24.Steel members on Chinese code

Danping Tower 1 shown in Figure 20 is not the collapsed tower in Qiqiao Village. Once the
team arrived at the site, most of the debris and damaged members were already picked up.
This tower shown in the images was located close to the one that collapsed. Although is not
the same, witnesses confirmed that the design of the towers were very alike.
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3.3.1.2 Determining dimensions of towers
The first step for the lattice tower analysis was to assign each tower to the most similar
blueprints. The assignment was based on:
•

Comparison between lower members of the failed towers and the blueprints.

•

The number of faces.

•

The height of the tower.

•

The type of bracing: We will follow the nomenclature provided in Figure 25 for the
types of bracings.

Figure 25.Different types of bracings. (M. Tah, M. Alsilevanai, & Özakça, 2017)

Three of the four destroyed communication towers matched to the recollected blueprints.
Once a match was produced, all the members with non-documented dimensions were
assumed to be the same as the blueprints. For all the members measured, the team checked
in the Chinese catalog of steel shapes to make sure the actual dimension was stated in the
catalog. In case that any dimension was not inside the catalog, the team proceeded to select
the closest one inside the catalog. This methodology was followed assuming that field errors
might be done during the surveys.
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Danping Tower 1, which corresponds with structure #19 on the Appendix A, did not matched
with any of the blueprints. Surveyors indicated that the tubular members at the bottom of the
tower were 27cm and that the estimate height was around 20m. All of the available blueprints
use much smaller tubular dimensions for this estimated height.

3.3.1.3 Geometry of towers
All the bracing designs were detailed and created in AutoCAD and then exported for analysis
in Sap 2000. Figure 26 shows the geometry of the Museum Towers as example.

Figure 26.Geometry example of lattice tower

3.3.1.4 Loads
The gravity loads such as antenna, ladder, and platform were obtained from the blueprints.
The gravity loads varied for each tower since the height, bracing and structural members
were different.
For the wind load, the team followed Chapter 29 of the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) Standards 7-10. Which is commonly used for the design of lattice towers. The
following equations were obtained for the ASCE Standards 7-10 and demonstrate how to
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calculate the velocity pressure and the wind force. For more details on calculation see
Appendix A which shows step by step how to determine each wind load parameter.
Velocity Pressure:

𝑞𝑧 = 0.613 𝐾𝑧 ∗ 𝐾𝑧𝑡 ∗ 𝐾𝑑 ∗ 𝑉 2

(m/s)

(1)

✓ Wind directionality factor (Kd): Chapter 26 of the ASCE 7-10, states that triangular
and rectangular trussed towers should use 0.85 for directionality factor.
✓ Velocity pressure exposure coefficient (Kz): Chapter 29 of ASCE 7-10, states that
the velocity pressure is a function of the height above ground level and the exposure
of the tower. Table 29.3-1 of ASCE 7-10 shows the velocity pressure coefficients
depending on both height and type of exposure.
✓ Topographic factor (Kzt): This factor is defined in Section 26.8.2 of the ASCE 710. The coefficient 1 was selected based on site photos for all towers.
✓ Basic wind speed (V): Incognita
Wind force:

F = qz*G*Cf*Af

(N)

(2)

✓ Gust effect factor (G): The gust factor on tornadoes has always been a polemical
topic. For this work, the gust factor used is 1 as suggested in the 13 th Americas
Conference in Wind Engineering and by ASCE Guidelines for electrical
transmission line structural loading.
✓ Force coefficient (Cf): Figure 29.5-3 shows the Force coefficient factor depending
on the tower cross-section. This coefficient is reliable to the solidity ration of the
tower.
✓ Projected area (Af): Projected area normal to the wind (m²)
✓ Solidity ratio (ϵ): The solidity ratio is the ratio of solid area to the gross area of one
face of the tower.
Since this is a forensic analysis, where the interest is in the actual collapse of the tower, all
load and resistance factors were set to 1.
❖ Load combinations
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•

1D

•

1D+1W

•

1D+1L+1W

❖ φ=1

3.3.1.5 Auto Lateral Load
Inside the program SAP 2000, there is a feature called auto lateral load per ASCE 7-10.
The feature objective is to facilitate the wind load calculation and modeling. Figure 27
shows an example of the feature.

Figure 27.ASCE 7-10 Wind Load Pattern

To do the modeling of the towers, the features requires a basic wind speed. Which is, in fact,
the incognita. To solve the problem, the team proceeded to analyze the tower at 45 m/s (100
mph). If the tower did not face any failure of the main members, the team will repeat the
analysis incrementing the wind speed by around 5m/s (11 mph). This process will continue
until the tower collapses. Each analysis was as well done for wind angles of 0° and 45°.
Figure 28 shows the wind load direction angles.
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Figure 28.Wind load direction angles

3.3.1.6 Case Study for Danping 2 communication tower
This subsection will help understand the analysis done to one of the lattice towers. For this
example, the tower found on the Danping Village will serve as a demonstration.
Step 1 Survey photos and measurements recollection:
The team measured three structural members for this tower:
•
•
•

Exterior (Angular member): L20*20*1cm (See Figure 29)
Interior member: L10*10*0.5cm
Bracing member: L8*8*0.4cm

Figure 29.Field measurement for Danping 2 lattice tower

Step 2 Basic information from the field
Next, the tower was classified based on the parameters mentioned in section 3.3.1.1.
•

Height around 25m.

•

Angular members for exterior members.

•

3 faces.

•

Type of bracing K and XX.

•

Solidity Ratio: 0.53 Top of the tower and 0.16 Bottom of the tower.
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Step 3 Match a blueprint and a tower
Check for a similar lattice tower blueprint based on the basic information recollected and the
measurements from site. For all unknown members, use the dimension of the blueprint. For
this specific case, blueprint 2 shown in Figure 24, pg. 29 was used as base. Table 8 is product
of a combination of blueprint 2 and the information stated on Step 1 and Step 2.
Table 8.Combination of blueprint and measurements

Step 4 Create Geometry
The geometry was created using both Sap 2000 and AutoCAD.
✓ Pinned connections for trussed members;
✓ Pinned connection at support;

Figure 30.Example of geometry
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Step 5 Assign dimensions and material to the members
As recommended on the blueprints steel Q345 was selected. Then, the dimensions shown in
Step 3 are assigned as per Figure 31, which is the command feature to assign both materials
and sections in Sap 2000.

Figure 31.Command to assign members and materials in SAP 2000

Step 6 Define load patterns and load combinations
Wind load and dead load were selected for the model. To get into the auto lateral feature
previously shown in Figure 32, select the option “Modify Lateral Load Pattern”. Next, set
all the load combinations to 1.

Figure 32.Define loads

Step 7 Design Check
After the model was run, the team checked the members capacity. Inside the program, there
is a feature which checks all the members according to the code selected. Next, all resistance
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factors were set to 1 and the design check command was activated. After the model was
checked, if none of the main members failed, the model was run again without the secondary
members that failed on the first run. Red members represent collapsed members and orange
members represent severely damaged members (See figure 33).

Figure 33.Deformation and main failures example

3.3.1.7 Lattice towers results and discussion
Results Museum communication tower
The Museum communication tower did not experience any failure, of its main members, up
to 54m/s(120mph). At 58 m/s (130 mph) the tower experienced failure on 3 main structural
members located around 15 meters height above ground. Since the tower was found
completely on the ground during the survey (see Figure 34), it was hard to determine if the
actual failures matched with the failures predicted on the model.
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Deformation and main failure of first lattice tower

Figure 34.Results Museum Tower

Results Danping 2 communication tower
The tower located in Danping village experienced failure in one of its main members at 67
m/s (150 mph). In this case, the tower appeared to match with the predicted on the model.
At around 6.5 m height, the towers start having major failures and severely damaged
members. Figure 35 shows both the predicted failure damages for the tower and a photo of
the actual damaged tower after the tornado.
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Deformation and main failures of third lattice tower

Figure 35.Results Danping Tower 2

Results Qiqiao communication tower
The Qiqiao lattice tower presented failure on its main members at 54 m/s (120 mph). The
debris of the tower was already trashed away when the site visit occurred. By this, it is very
hard to determine if the tower had similar failures as the once predicted by the model. Figure
36 shows that the model predicts failure at the bottom part which would produce a total
collapse.
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Figure 36.Results Qiqiao Tower

Wind speed results
The communication tower analysis gave us lower bound wind speeds required for the towers
to collapse. Notice that the minimum wind speed obtained was of 54 m/s (120mph), but, in
reality, the towers could had faced bigger wind speeds during the tornado. According to
weather underground, the maximum wind speeds observed for this tornado were 84.5m/s
(189 mph).
Although these models do not return precise wind speeds of the hazard, it serves as a guide
to understand what wind speeds were required for these towers to collapse. Also, it will give
us an idea of what to expect for future high wind speed events at Funing.
The preliminary wind speeds are included on Figure 37 at the location in which the towers
were found.
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Figure 37.Wind speed results on survey track map

Results compared with NOAA degree of damage
The Enhanced F Scale Damage Indicators #25 is an indicator (retrieved from NOOA), which
statistically gives a range of wind speeds were free-standing towers tends to collapse. The
expected curve, lower bound curve and upper bound curve are identified with different
colors. The indicator is composed of 3 degrees of damages, the first stage corresponds to the
wind speed range required to observe visible damage on the tower, and, the third state
corresponds to the winds required for lattice towers to collapse.
Figure 38 shows the mentioned indicator. It is used to determine if the obtained wind speeds
are within the range of collapse. Notice than all the result from the models are indeed inside
the range of destruction (52 m/s to 71.5 m/s or 116 mph to 160 mph).
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Figure 38.Free standing tower damage indicator. (NOAA, n.d.)

3.3.2 Warehouse analysis
The tornadic event destroyed a warehouse and a small workshop that belonged to the
Zhongyi Car Maintenance company. The rest of the warehouses, since they were not on the
tornado track, were completely intact after the hazard. Figure 39 shows an aerial image of
the warehouses before the tornado, while Figure 40 shows the same image after the event.

Figure 39. .Warehouse and workshop(circled in red) before the tornado
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Figure 40.Warehouse and workshop after the tornado

The damaged warehouse was built up of structural steel. The area was 180m x 72m indicated
by the layout provided by the plan manager. Figure 41 shows the layout of the entire car
company, where the subject warehouse is circled in red.

Figure 41. Layout of Zhongyi Car Maintenance
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Also, from the site visit, the team recollected dimensions of several members which are
described on Table 8 and Figure 36.
Table 9.Warehouse properties
Length Warehouse

180 m

Width Warehouse

72 m

Distance between all columns on long side

9m

Distance between all columns on short side

23.6 m

Column Flange width (bf)

25 cm

Column Flange thickness (tf)

1.4 cm

Column Depth (d)

52.8 cm

Figure 42.Beam dimensions

The tornadic winds buckled the columns of the warehouse. In one case, the team found
evidence of a column which was completely removed from its foundation. Since the team
visited the car company several months after the event, many structural members were
removed from the field, making it even harder to describe the damages. Figure 37 shows
some of the photos recollected from the investigation.
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(a) Column completely removed.

(c) Buckled column

(b) Beam on the ground

(d) beam smashed car
Figure 43.Observed damages on warehouse

The warehouse was a relatively large industrial building. But without the actual blue prints
of the building, we can only speculate on the type of failure, and the corresponding wind
speeds. At this point, we were only able to sketch the warehouse as show in in Figure 44 and
45.
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Figure 44. Warehouse sketch.

Figure 45. Frontal sketch of warehouse.

Assuming that:
•

the beams had the same dimensions at both elevations;

•

the bracings, which are set each 5 bays, have same width than the columns;

•

all steel members use steel Q345;

•

cranes are not considered in the dead load;

The building would have failed at 130 mph 3 second gust at 10 m elevation. The result is
similar to the wind speeds estimated for communication towers.
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3.4 Conclusions and recommendations
This chapter consisted on a forensic analysis which backtracks the lower bound windspeed
experienced during the tornadic event on Jiangsu, China in 2016. As seen along the chapter,
the villages affected by the tornado where mostly rural, were residences, which correspond
to 98% of the surveyed structures, are buildup of brick masonry. It is imperative that future
works investigate deeply about the material properties and engineering characteristic of these
modest homes, moreover future studies should aim on how to improve these homes to
mitigate future tornadic events. Jiangsu should account for additional structural
improvements due to its vulnerability to tornados.
The present research achieved to obtain wind speed for 3 communication towers. If any other
tower blueprint is recollected from China, next efforts could attempt to match it with the not
analyzed tower.
The Enhanced F Scale Damage Indicators #25 provided wind speed range of collapse similar
to the result wind speeds of the tower. Also, the predicted wind speed to collapse the
warehouse coincided with the wind range of collapse predicted for the towers. The
warehouse analysis should be subject to changes once new findings or information is
revealed.
Appendix A shows a list of several other structures which could be used to predict lower
bound wind speed values. Future efforts could try analyzing some of these structures
described on the appendix.
One limitation of the work was that the reconnaissance effort was done several months after
the event. In case that another unfortunate event occurs, teams should focus on visiting the
site early to document and recollect more information, which increases the results.
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Chapter 4.

Hurricane Irma reconnaissance and
data analyses

4.1 Introduction
Hurricane Irma provided a unique opportunity to assess the relative performance of the built
environment in Florida and to confirm lessons learned after hurricane Charley (Gurley &
Masters, 2011). This chapter presents the observed damage, correlated by age of
construction, typology, construction materials, and wind speed. It presents specific case
studies to highlight common failure modes in different construction classes and editions of
the Florida Building Code (FBC).
Hurricane Irma made its first landfall in the continental US at Cudjoe Key in southern Florida
on September 10, 2017, with Category 4 winds. Irma made its second landfall later that
afternoon on Marco Island on Florida’s Gulf Coast, as a Category 3 storm, weakening further
as it moved north. Reconnaissance teams respectively dedicated to the Gulf Coast, Atlantic
Coast and Miami/Florida Keys carried on a first wave of rapid reconnaissance from
September 15-20, 2017. A second more exhaustive campaign was then conducted in the
Florida Keys on September 22-25, 2017. These investigations employed primarily door-todoor damage assessments to classify buildings and evaluate component damage levels using
a Fulcrum mobile smartphone application for data collection in a unified assessment
framework feeding into a quality assurance/quality control process. At select locations,
unmanned aerial surveys generated aerial imagery, 3D point clouds and 3D textured meshes.
This chapter presents the geospatial distribution of observed damage, correlated by age of
construction, typology, construction materials, and estimated wind speed. Specific case
studies highlight common failure modes observed in different construction classes and
editions of the Florida Building Code.
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4.1.1 Hurricane Irma
2017 was a year with intense storm activity. Three mayor Hurricanes, Harvey, Irma and
Maria, and 14 other storms hit the Atlantic. The 2017 hurricane season is considered the
most active since 2005 and the seventh most active in records. (NOAA,2017)
Florida was one of the states extremely affected by the storms, especially by Irma. To have
an idea of the size of this hurricane, Figure 46 shows a comparison between the wind scope
of 3 mayor historic hurricanes vs. Irma. (Fleshler & Uraizee, 2017). Hurricane Irma made
its first landfall in the continental US at Cudjoe Key in southern Florida on September 10,
2017, with Category 4 winds reaching 58 m/s (130 mph). The National Hurricane Center
(NHC) downgraded Irma to a Category 3 storm as it made its second landfall later that
afternoon on Marco Island, just south of Naples on the Florida’s Gulf Coast, with sustained
winds near 54 m/s (120 mph). It weakened further to a Category 2 once inland.
The storm's large wind field resulted in strong winds across much of Florida. The highest
reported sustained wind speed was 50 m/s (112 mph) on Marco Island, while the strongest
observed wind gust was 64 m/s (142 mph), recorded near Naples, though wind gusts of 67
to 72 m/s (150 to 160 mph) likely occurred in the Middle Florida Keys. Generally, heavy
amounts of rainfall were recorded to the east of the Irma's path, including a peak total of 550
mm (21.66 in) in Fort Pierce. Heavy precipitation – and storm surge, in some instances –
overflowed at least 32 rivers and creeks, causing in significant flooding, particularly along
the St. Johns River and its tributaries. The highest recorded storm surge was 2.3 m (7.6 ft)
NAVD near the Matanzas Inlet, though there were no observations from the Ten Thousand
Islands, where the highest storm surge likely occurred (Florida Department of Environmental
Protection, 2017).
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Figure 46.Size comparison of 4 major hurricanes (Fleshler & Uraizee, 2017)

As revealed in the figure, Irma was similar in size to Hurricane Katrina and was larger in
size than Andrew, which still is the most destructive hurricane to ever hit Florida. Irma’s
track is displayed in Figure 47. The track was built using shapefiles obtained from NOAA
and displayed on google earth.

Figure 47.Hurricane Irma track displayed on google earth. (NOAA,2017)
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Hurricane Irma affected intensively the Caribbean island and Florida. Barbuda, Saint Martin
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Cuba, and US Virgin Islands where several regions
which reported damages due to the storm. The track is symbolized by the category the
hurricane had at each certain point. The hurricane landed on the Keys being a category 4
hurricane. Then it landed again on Marco Island as a category 3.

4.1.2 Human Losses
Around 120 deaths are attributed to hurricane Irma. Most of the human losses were at the
United States, 72 people were attribute to the storm by the Florida Division of Emergency
on November 22 of 2017. These figures are not completely wrap up since they are still
expecting to include more after several investigations. Furthermore, the Caribbean islands
suffered the loss of 44 people due to the intensive storm. (Huriash, 2017).

4.1.2.1 Summary of economic losses in St. Martin and Barbuda
Hurricane Irma produced severe economic losses on the Caribbean islands. St. Martin and
Barbuda where the most affected by the storm. The Dutch side of St. Martin had damage on
90 percent of the buildings. Barbuda, which is a small island with very small population
suffered damage on 75 percent of their structures according to a United Nations assessment.
Figure 48 shows two images caught by a drone on St. Martin and Antigua. (Almukhtar,
White, & Yourish, 2017)

Figure 48.St. Martin and Barbuda after Irma. (Clarin Mundo, 2017)
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4.2 Reconnaissance Effort at Florida Keys
Design
As part of a larger, multi-storm reconnaissance effort managed by the University of Notre
Dame (Kijewski-Correa et al. 2018, Prevatt et al. 2018), regional nodes were established at
the University of Florida (UF, led by Kurt Gurley), Florida Institute of Technology (FIT, led
by Jean-Paul Pinelli), and Florida International University (FIU, led by Ioannis Zisis), from
which local reconnaissance was organized to respectively document damage along the Gulf
Coast, Atlantic Coast and Southern Tip of the state. Dr. David Roueche served as Data
Standards Lead to ensure uniformity in data collection, processing and curation standards.
Each regional node engaged faculty and affiliated partners to assemble a team to assess their
assigned geography, with the objective of swiftly deploying the initial wave of teams within
a week of the storm’s landfall. A total of 1142 structures were surveyed across Florida.
Itinerary
In the Florida Keys. 12 people were divided into two teams. The teams were composed of
civil engineering university professors, researchers, graduate students and UAV specialist
(drones). Team 1 (led by FIU) began to work along Overseas Highway (US 1) from
September 18 to September 20. A second targeted campaign (Team 2, led by FIT) initiated
on September 22 till September 25. Team 2 also collected aerial imagery. A total of 16 areas
were surveyed through 17 flights where two flights included overlapping image grids usable
for 3D mapping.
To determine what areas to focus on, a coordination team prepared a map with previously
recollected information mixt with NOAA aerial images. Figure 49 shows that from
Islamorada to Sugarloaf key where the regions most affected by the hurricane. By this, it
was determined to concentrate on the most affected areas, but not limited to them. If possible,
the teams should try to obtain information on every zone of the keys.
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Figure 49.Initial map report. (Florida Keys Coordination Team,2017)

To continue with, figure 50 is a map that uses wind speed estimations obtained from the
Applied Research Association (ARA) model. ARA estimations are 3-second gust wind
speeds (mph) at 10 m above ground. Contour lines of wind speed and a track provided by
NHC public Advisory track are displayed. This information was obtained from FEMA
(Federal Emergency Management Agency) database. Also, it was useful because it confirms
the locations were wind speeds were more intense.
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Figure 50.ARA Model. (ARA,2017)

Once the priority locations were identified, the teams were divided into 2 sub-teams. Two
groups lead the door to door assessment, while the third group ran aerial surveys on affected
areas. Aerial surveys were performed mostly between Cudjoe Key and Big Pine Key.

4.2.1 Survey Tool
Teams documented damage to structures, delineating the effects of wind and coastal hazards
with a standardized damage assessment instrument created and programmed using the
Fulcrum mobile smartphone application (Spatial Networks, 2017) for door-to-door
implementation, modeled upon the efforts of Lombardo et al. (2017) with modifications
based on the experience of team members in Hurricane Harvey. Fulcrum supports in-line
capture of geotagged photos directly from the user’s mobile device, extracts all devicesupplied metadata (date, time, etc.), and automatically geocodes local addresses based on
GPS coordinates. The customized App then steps through major assessment categories,
beginning with classification of the structure including number of stories, occupancy and
typology (roof shape, etc.). Any visible mitigation measures are also noted. Assessment
teams assign an overall damage rating, attribute damage cause (wind, surge/wave, rain
damage/water penetration, freshwater flooding, tree fall) and post-event functionality,
followed by component-level damage ratings.
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Assessments relied on direct exterior observations accompanied by geotagged photos and
statements from eyewitnesses to establish failure sequences, high water marks and interior
damage.
A handbook and a tutorial were also provided to make sure everyone feels comfortable using
the application. This customized application indicated important fields of concentration to
correctly survey a building. The application is divided into 4 Main categories.
1) Basic Information: Provide status of the building and document photos.
2) Building Information: Provide details of the structures such as the building type, number
of stories year built among others.
3) Structural details: Provide structural framing system, opening protection type among
others.
4) Overall condition: Provide damage ratios for each component (walls, roof, doors, and
windows).
Figure 51 gives a glimpse of how the application used looks.

Figure 51.Customized Fulcrum application
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The customized fulcrum application automatically detected the coordinates where the photos
were taken, making it easier to determine which house was surveyed. But since the location
of the house sometimes did not match the location where the photo was taken, a further
curation of the location had to be done. The data curation will be explained later in this
chapter.
As mentioned previously, the main targets of the survey were buildings inside high
windspeed areas. Once an area with important damage was identified, the team randomly
selected houses to determine the overall damage condition. Many houses with no damage
where surveyed for purpose of comparison and to conduct further statistical analyses. It is
important to understand patterns of different building components that make less vulnerable
a structure.

4.2.2 Distribution of wind zones
The Florida Keys was classified into 3 main zones of wind speeds at 10 meters height, 3 sec
gust open terrain gust. Zone 1 is the area where wind speeds reached by the hurricane were
below 177 km/h (110 mph). Zone 2 the area at the Florida Keys where wind speeds reached
between 177 km/h (110 mph) to 193 km/h (120 mph). Finally, Zone 3 is the area where wind
speeds of the hurricane reached above 193 km/h (120 mph). Figure 52 shows the wind speed
zone distribution in a map of Florida Keys.

Figure 52.Zone distribution of Florida Keys based on wind speeds
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4.2.3 Building types
There was a total of 537 structures surveyed during the reconnaissance effort at Florida Keys.
58 records obtained from Zone 1,422 obtained from zone 2 and 57 records obtained from
zone 3. Figure 53 specifies the distribution of the types of structures surveyed during the site
visit. Most of the structures were single-family homes composed of 396 records, followed
by mobile homes composed of 85 records.

Figure 53.Types of structures surveyed at Florida Keys

The category “others” is composed of stores, telephone pole, traffic signs and even a few
gravestones. Figure 54 is a combination of images which clearly displays an elevated singlefamily home, a manufactured house, an apartment and a utility post. In another case, Figure
55 gives an example of one marina surveyed on Duck Key and the Sugarloaf elementary
school which was surveyed on Sugarloaf Key.
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Figure 54.Single family home, utility post, mobile home and apartment surveyed and Florida Keys

Figure 55.Duck Key marina and Sugarloaf elementary school
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4.3 Data curation
Damage assessments underwent a rigorous quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
process, developed by the Dr. David Roueche and led by a team of Data Librarians. Without
a QC and a QA, the data is not prepared to be used on any analysis. During the field survey,
it is hard to obtain certain information about the houses, for example, the year built. This
means that surveyors may have left blank many important fields on the building assessment
due to lack of evidence. This process was divided into stages, each with a detailed procedure.
Most critical were Stage 1 -- verifying basic building attributes, geolocation details, and
overall damage state; and Stage 2 -- adding or updating relevant property details and
verifying or adding overall/component damage ratings, respectively using public sources
such as county property appraiser websites and post-event aerial imagery (NOAA, 2018).
Once the dataset completed its QA/QC process it was curated in NHERI DesignSafe (Rathje
et al., 2017) along with any derived data products, including analysis of damage mapped
against observation-based data products from ARA (supplied by NIST).
Initially, the data curation was a 3-step procedure in which each step checked some specific
components and notes of the field surveyor. After several trials, it was determined that a one
step process was a more optimal and faster way to check the entire structure. A summary of
the quality check/assurance is described in the next section.
Location and address verification
Location and address verification is the first step in the data curation process. The address
from the field is checked against the Monroe County records. If the address is not correct, or
the house with that address is a different house, then the address must be obtained from the
county’s database and modified. Obtaining the address of a building is not a hard process.
The Monroe County website provides a tool search by location. If, for example, a surveyor
did not document the correct address of a house, the GPS coordinates are still automatically
uploaded to the application once a photo of the building is taken. This gives a location range
area. The parcels on that location range are verified and the correct address is selected.
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Most of the times, photos of a building are not taken exactly at the location of it. By this, the
obtained coordinates must be edited and centered on top of each building. The figure below
(See Figure 56) shows how the coordinates are mostly uploaded and how they look after the
final verification.

Figure 56.Quality check of GPS coordinates

General building information
The second step in the data curation process is the easiest step. It consists of checking general
information such as the name of the surveyor, the date of survey and the type of disaster. It
is very rare to find any mistake in this step.
Building type
Since single-family residence is marked as default in the customizes app, some surveyors
forget to modify this field when doing the reconnaissance. It is imperative to check that the
surveyed record corresponds to the selected category of building type. The categories are
mentioned previously in this chapter on the “types of structure” section.
Number of stories
The data curation of this field is very important. In many cases, it is hard to recognize if a
residence is a 2-story structure or, if in fact, it is a one story elevated structure. A one-story
elevated structure, in general, has its piers visible beneath the building, it does not matter if
it possesses a garage or basement below. Also, most of the elevated structure have a visible
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staircase at the exterior of the structure. Beneath, (See Figure 57) demonstrates a comparison
between a typical elevated structure at the right and a two-story house.

Figure 57.Two story structure vs one story elevated structure

For the most part, the county database indicates if the structure is elevated or not. During the
quality verification of the record, using county tools can be useful for comparison and to
clear doubts. There are still some scenarios where even with all resources it is still hard to
determine the type of house based on stories. Some elevated houses are surrounded
completely with wall cladding and the space beneath it is used for actual living. In these
cases, the data curator should implement a subjective decision on whether to treat this house
as an elevated house or a 2-story house. Sometimes this decision can be based on the percent
interior damage it would receive when the bottom part of the structure is affected.
Aerial images and roof shape
Including aerial images is crucial to determine roof damage condition of the house and the
roof shape of the structure. Sometimes, surveyors do not have clear visual on the roof. To
verify and curate this field, the data librarian uses NOAA aerial images from the hurricane
or pictures from aerial surveys and compares them with photos obtained from the field.
Monroe county database most of the time provides the roof shape of the houses accurately.
Wall cladding and roof cover
To both select the roof cover and the wall cladding of the structure, the data librarians should
first check site photos and aerial images to select the adequate component reflected on the
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pictures. Next, a comparison with the county property records website is recommended to
guarantee the quality check.
Structural framing system
This category is by far the most difficult to evaluate. In many cases the structure is fully
covered and undamaged, making it very hard to have an educated guess of the framing. Data
curators only should modify or add this structural component if there is enough evidence on
the photos.
Opening protections
The opening protection is another field which is tough to determine. If shutters are visible
on a picture, it is evident that the house was protected with shutters. But buildings protected
with impact resistant glass are not easily determined only by photos. Sometimes surveyors
provide this information, but not most of the times. Using the building code and the age of
construction of the house, data librarian may assume when the window is an impact resistant
glass. It is recommended only do the mentioned assumptions when there is a strong base of
information.
Damage description
The damage description is a text field where the inspectors include relevant information
about what the noticed on the field. This field is verified only grammatically.
Damage modes
The damage mode should only be filled if it is empty. Surveyors most of the time have a
better understanding of what caused the damage to the structure since they were at the site.
For this work the possible damage modes are:
a) Wind
b) Surge
c) Tree
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Many records present a combination of damage modes. For example, a structure could have
damage on the roof cover caused by wind and damage on the wall cover caused by the surge.
In this case, the field is selected to be a multiple-choice field.
Damage ratios
The damage ratio is a percent of damage that a single component suffered during the
hurricane. In the case of roof cover, since surveyors do not have access to aerial images, it
should be modified based on this image. For wall cladding, the damage percent will be
defined based on the sides visible of the structure on the photos. It is strongly recommended
to use the aerial images as well to try to obtain information on any not visible part of the
house.
Overall damage
The overall damage condition is the field which determines the status of the building. This
will be basically the last step of the data curation. Once the pictures have been revised and
the damage ratios selected, the data librarian may select the status of the record. During the
field survey, inspectors initially selected an overall damage condition to all the records based
on observation. To be more precise and concise table 10 is used as a guideline to reduce the
subjectivity.
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Table 10.Guidelines to assign overall damage condition

Quality check identity and record stage
Once the data librarian finished with the data curation process, the last step is to include data
curator identity and to select a stage for the record. Table 11 elaborated by David Roueche
classifies and specifies the different stages of the quality check process.
Table 11.QC codes and description
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4.4 Observations
Single-family homes were the majority of the building types surveyed. Table 12 shows the
distribution of some building components, the roof shape, roof cover and structural framing
system, after a quality check. The distribution is based on the 396 records obtained from the
field specifically single-family residence type. For the roof shape, gable and hip were the
most typical in the area. But several roof shapes stated as complex were as well noticed. In
the case of roof covering, most of the houses in the keys were either metal or asphalt shingle.
Few cases of houses using tiles were documented. Finally, for the structural framing system
wood frame and masonry (or concrete block) were the categories prevalent in the area. Is
important to mention that still many records are considered with unknown framing system,
since not every time the surveyors had a clear view of the type of structural framing. In
addition, the county website database lack of this information for numerous cases.
Table 12.Single-family homes components at Florida Keys
Roof Type
Gable
Hip
Flat
Complex
Other

256
80
18
39
3

Roof Cover
Asphalt Shingles
Metal
Tiles
Tar and Gravel
Others
Unknown

160
185
18
9
5
19

Structural Framing System
186
Wood Frame
106
Masonry
99
Unknown
3
Reinforced Concrete
2
Metal

4.4.1 Elevated vs on grade homes
Single-family homes were classified as elevated vs not elevated home. In total, 287 elevated
homes were surveyed vs 109 on grain homes. The pie chart (See Figure 58) shows the percent
of homes classified by elevation.
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Type of Residential Structure

28%
Elevated
Not Elevated

72%

Figure 58. Elevated structure vs not elevated structure.

4.4.2 Building mix by era
Continuing with observations, the data was categorized by year built and effective year built.
The effective year built represents the year when an individual house had a major
improvement. The main source used to obtain such data was the Monroe County Property
Appraiser’s website1. Following the proposed eras by the Florida Public Hurricane Loss
Model for Florida Keys, the data was arranged in 4 main eras. These eras are pre-1960; 1960
to 1993; 1994-2001; 2002-onward. They reflect different stages in the evolution of the
building code. Table 13, displays a comparison between the building mix of houses by year
build and the building mix of houses after been retrofitted. It is perceptible that all the houses
surveyed in the era pre-1960 had a significant upgrade to the structure. Notice that the table
on the left has 16 houses build before 1960, while the table on the right indicates that there
they were all upgraded. Acknowledge also, that almost 80% of the building mix after been
upgraded correspond to the eras 1994-2001 and 2002-current.

1

http://mcpafl.org/
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Table 13.Eras of construction

4.5 Data analyses
The following subchapter describes certain analyses and observed patterns following an indeep quality check for single-family homes in Florida Keys.
The wind damage in the Keys ranged from light to total structural failure. Fig. 59 shows the
distribution of damages to single family homes. Wind damage to various structures was
observed from Islamorada all the way to Key West. Although the highest wind gusts are
estimated for Marathon, the most severe damage was observed between Big Pine Key and
Cudjoe Key. Also, the wind damage on the ocean side of the Keys appeared to be more
significant compared to the Gulf side

Figure 59.Damage condition of single-family homes
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Previously in this chapter, the Florida Keys were divided in three main windspeed zones.
(See Figure 40 pg. 45). The data was classified between elevated and on grade homes (See
table 14).
Table 14.Distribution of data by zone and elevation

Single Family Homes

Wind speed
zone
On grade

Elevated

Total

Zone 1

11

17

28

Zone 2

76

253

329

Zone 3

22

17

39

Total

109

287

396

Most of the recollected data is inside zone 2, which means that most of the homes surveyed
faced wind speeds between 177 km/h (110 mph) to 193 km/h (120 mph). Beneath (See
Figure 60) a heat map created using QGIS confirms that the distribution of data was indeed
inside Zone 2, specifically between Cudjoe Key and Big Pine Key.

Figure 60.Heat map data distribution
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4.5.1 Analyses in wind Zone 2
Since most of the recollected data experienced wind speeds between 177 km/h (110 mph) to
193 km/h (120 mph), upcoming analyses on this section will focus on this portion of data.
This will also make the studies more consistent since the data faced similar hurricane wind
speeds.
Clearly, newer constructions or retrofitted buildings performed better under extreme wind
conditions when compared to older buildings that are not built to the updated code standards.
We first evaluated the behavior of the structures by the year they were improved. The stats
shown in Table 13 were used. Those houses with no major improvements were included in
the era they were built. As a result, the mean damage average decreases for the most recent
eras, confirming that houses constructed or improved after 2002 were the less vulnerable.
See Figure 61

Figure 61.Overall damage by improvement/constructed era

The roof covers most widely seen at Florida Keys were asphalt shingles and metal roofs.
By this, Table 15 shows the number of records categorized by the damaged received by the
hurricane.
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Table 15.Roof type performance

Table 15 shows that both metal roofs and asphalt shingles suffered a very similar percent
of destruction. But, more intact metal roofs were seen a cross the keys in comparison with
asphalt shingles.
The same analysis was made to compare the performance of concrete block structures
against wood frame structures. Table 16 shows the number of records for each type of
structure categorized by type of damage.
Table 16. Structural framing system performance

Concrete block structure received less overall damage than structures built of wood frame.
58 percent of the concrete block structures received minor damage or not damage at all,
while 37 percent of buildings made of wood frame suffered from minor or not damage.
Furthermore, notice that, in percentage, more wood frame buildings were destroyed.
Another analysis was performed specifically for retrofitted vs not retrofitted homes. In this
case, the analysis was conducted for the year range 1980 to 1989. Out of 98 houses
documented as retrofitted, 23.47% of them haves severe to total damage. In contrary, out of
12 houses with no major improvement, 75% of them haves severe to total damage. Even
though the number of data records for both cases is different and that the recollected data for
not retroffited may not be sufficient, a clear tendency is shown in Figure 62 were not
retrofitted houses experience mayor damages.
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Retrofitted Vs Not Retrofitted (1980-1989)
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
No Damage

Minor Damage

Moderate Damage Severe Damage

Retrofitted

Collapsed

Not Retrofitted

Figure 62.Damage comparison between retrofitted homes and not retrofitted homes

4.6 Surge damage
The National Hurricane Center, on its tropical cyclone report for hurricane Irma, estimated
that maximum inundation levels in Florida Keys were between 5 to 8 feet. The next figure
shows the estimation made for surge across the whole Florida Keys. (Cangialosi, Latto, &
Berg, 2018)

Figure 63.Surge estimates in Florida. (Cangialosi, Latto, & Berg, 2018)
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During the field reconnaissance, 83 records were documented to have either surge damage
or surge and wind damage. These records extended from Cudjoe Key to Key Colony beach,
and 85% of them were located in the zone with maximum surge height estimates indicated
on Figure 63. 39 of these records reported water height estimates either by identifying water
mark or by interviewing owners/neighbors.

4.6.1 Water height estimates
The following investigations will only account for the 39 records which reported surge height
estimates. Table 17 displays the building type distribution of the data.
Table 17.Building type distribution for records with estimate water height

Using QGIS two maps show the location of the houses were the group documented water
marks, these were assigned by color depending on the height measured. The first map (Figure
64) shows a south part of Marathon, were few water marks were documented. The second
map is for Big Pine Key, Little Torch Key, and Ramrod Key (Figure 65).

Figure 64.Watermarks documented on Marathon
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Figure 65.Watermarks on Ramrod Key, Little Torch Key, and Big Pine Key

According to the data, 4 out of 5 major surge height estimates were obtained in Big Pine
Key. By this, it can be concluded that it was a seriously damaged sector by surge. Figure 66
shows images of water marks obtained from Big Pine Key.
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24 inches (a)
48 inches (b)
Figure 66.Water marks Big Pine Key

4.7 Case studies
On this section, several case studies of both wind and surge damages will be discussed.

4.7.1 Possible tornado at Little Torch Key
During the investigation of Little Torch Key, 3 destroyed houses and 1 severely damaged
house beside each other were identified at Grenada Lane. A witness assured that the 4 houses
belonged to his family and that all of them were destroyed during the Hurricane. The three
completely collapsed houses (4,5,6 on Figure 68) were very similar structurally. The houses
were elevated homes were the slab was made of concrete and the piers were made of concrete
blocks. In all cases, the slab and the piers did not suffer any damage. Furthermore, all
destroyed houses were made of wood frame, and the roof was gable covered with asphalt
shingles. The roof and the walls for all three of them were destroyed and blown away.
In another case, the severely damaged house (3 on Figure 68), according to the Monroe
County Property Appraiser, was composed of 63% reinforced concrete and 37% wood
frame. Most of the damage it received was to the roof, which was also a gable roof covered
by asphalt shingles.
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An aerial image (See Figure 67) shows the location of these 4 houses and a possible tornado
track. Notice that at the other side of the street there is also one house that was destroyed,
indicating that a tornado may had passed through it.

Possible tornado track

Severely damaged house (3)

Collapsed house (4)
Figure 67.Possible tornado Grenada Ln

Another map was elaborated to show the distribution of damage in the adjacent sectors
comprised of Jamaica Ln, Trinidad Ln, Yucatan Ln, Kingston Ln, and the north of Grenada
Ln. Figure 68 shows that 6 houses near the case area suffered minor damages and other three
were affected moderately. From the map comparison, it can be noticed that the houses at
South of Grenada Ln were affected more intensively than the rest of the adjacent areas.
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Figure 68.Damages on Grenada Ln and adjacent areas

Most on grade homes at the adjacent areas suffered damaged by surge while the elevated
homes were affected mostly by wind damage. Photos of houses 1 to 6 (indicated on Figure
68) are included in Appendix B.
During the investigations, a collapsed utility post was found at South Grenada Ln. Since the
rest of the utility post on the area were not affected, the team concluded that this area was
affected more intensively than the adjacent. By all the evidence stated, the team concluded
that it was very possible that tornadic winds were responsible of a major concentrated
damage on South Grenada Ln in compare with the rest of the adjacent sectors. Figure 69
shows an aerial image of the houses that were possibly affected by the tornado. On this
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image, the fallen utility post is located in front of houses 5 and 6. Also, Figure 58, shows the
cables belonging to the destroyed post.

Figure 69.Aerial picture of destroyed homes and utility post

Figure 70.Intact posts to the north and evidence of destroyed post
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4.7.2 High rise building in Marathon
In Marathon, at 2000 Cocoa Plumb, Dr. there is a high-rise building built in 1975 with 14
stories. It is probable the only high-rise building of its kind at Florida Keys. Therefore, an
investigation of the building was conducted. From the street, it was possible to see some
damage to the balcony railings and to sliders. But no major damage was visible to the exterior
of the building. After the external site investigation, the team was able to talk to the building
manager which gave some details about the damages.
1) Some units had broken sliders or shutters on the east side of the building (Not both at
the same time).
2)

One-unit ceiling collapsed because of water propagation from the unit above. The rest
of the units just had minimal water ingress.

3) 10 AC units tipped over on the roof.
4) Possible roof membrane replacement needed. Estimated cost $200K.

2000 Cocoa Plumb Dr. Building (a) Balcony and possible slider or shutter damage (b)
Figure 71.High rise in Marathon

4.7.3 Surge in Marathon
Marathon is one of the Keys intensively affected by surge. A damage survey was conducted
between 80th and 90th St. to report the visual damages. Out 15 properties surveyed with
damages, 10 of them were on grade houses damaged by surge. Most of these affected houses
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have a canal behind them, which facilitated the ingress of water. Wall cover, sliders,
windows, and doors were the components with more damages on this zone. Also, the interior
damage of the houses was compromised in most cases. Measurements recollected from 3
homes showed that the water height inside the houses reached between 30 to 36 inches.
Damages to on grade structures
On grade homes were in general more vulnerable to surge than elevated structures. First,
surge impacted exterior walls, destroying mostly walls build of wood, and unprotected
openings such as windows, sliders and doors. It seems that shutters in general resisted the
water impacts, but it is unknown the extend of water which ingressed through it. For single
family residence, interior damage includes interior gypsum board walls destroyed, damaged
insulation,

stained

walls,

detached/separation

of

baseboards,

interior

door

delamination/destruction, and damaged personal appliances/objects among others. Next, wet
surfaces combined with a series of factors such, as food source, oxygen led mold to appear
in a numerous number of houses (See Figure 72).
Damages to elevated structures
The team observed that the elevated structures had a better performance. Concrete piles
withstood the water force and maintained firmly the structure. Some homeowners used the
area below the elevated floor for storage, sometimes it was completely enclosed with sheet
panels or wood panels. This area was the most affected during surge, damaging many
personal items stored inside it (See Figure 73).
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Figure 72.Surge in Marathon on grade structure

Figure 73.Surge in Marathon- elevated structure
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4.7.4 Comparison between an old and new house in Little Torch
Key
On Little Torch Key, the research team observed the performance of recently built house
against houses built previous 2002. The first example was two houses located beside each
other at Trinidad Ln. The modern building was an elevated structure built in 2016. The
concrete block structure had a hip roof covered with metal. Only a small damage, caused by
wind, on the fascia was encounter on the investigation. The old house was built of wood
frame on 1958 and was improved after on 1973. Both houses were located near the coast,
but since the old house had an elevation of around 3 ft, it was more vulnerable to surge. A
combination of wind and surge damage caused this property to be destroyed. The roof was
completely blown away and the wall structure and wall cover, from the back part of the
house, were devastated. To prevent surge damages, it is recommended that houses close to
the coast are build elevated. Visual comparison is shown in Figure 74.

Figure 74.New house vs old house in Little Torch Key
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4.7.5 Sand Deposition
A 3-story elevated building condo located at 101 East Ocean Dr. Marathon is another case
which was affected by surge. During the inspections, water marks were identified at 25
inches and accumulation of sand under the building was around 37 inches. Important
accumulation of sand, as in this occasion, was noticed in several other places on the Keys.
In this case, unreinforced masonry walls at ground level and the pool were both destroyed.
Also, some cracking was noticed on the exterior staircase of the building produced by the
sand accumulation. Figure 75 and 76 shows multiple photos to the building affected by sand
deposition.

Figure 75.Building affected by surge and sand deposition
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Figure 76.Sand accumulation and surge damage

4.7.6 Retrofitted Pre-2002 and Post- 2002 houses comparison at
Ramrod Key
After 2002, due to the enactment of the new Florida Building Code, the quality of the
construction improved in Florida. Jamaica Ln, on Ramrod Key, is a street which provides a
good example of the comparative behavior and performance of houses retrofitted before
2002 and after 2002. On Figure 77, the houses were numbered to easily identifying them on
the text.
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Figure 77.Homes in Jamaica Lane categorized by year of retrofitted and damaged

In total, eight houses on this street were surveyed. All homes documents in this street were
elevated homes. Therefore, most of the damages on this area were to the roofs caused by
wind damage. First, notice that all houses that were retrofitted after 2002 received minor
damages or no damages at all. In contrary, all houses that were retrofitted before 2002
suffered moderate to severe damages. The team found evidence of opening protection on 7
of the eight homes. Impact resistant glass was observed on two of the post-2002 homes
(houses 4 and 5). The rest were protected with shutters. In the case of roof covering, both
asphalt shingle and metal cover were observed to be damaged for the houses pre-2002. While
the houses post 2002 had a better performance for both types of roof covering. Figure 78
shows a comparison of different components between pre-2002 and post-2002 homes.
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Figure 78.Comparison between homes improved after and before 2002

The vinyl siding on home 5 is almost intact, while the vinyl siding on home 1 was
considerably damaged. Similarly, the roof cover on home 5 seems to be minorly damaged,
whereas home 7 had plenty of shingles blown away.

4.7.7 Comparison between an old and new house in Marathon
Two elevated houses from Marathon were selected to evaluate the behavior of a house built
before 2002 and a home built after 2002. The first home was built of brick masonry in 1970.
The roof, which was strongly affected by the wind had a gable shape covered with metal.
Around 40 percent of the roof cover was destroyed, and some roof sheathing and roof
structure were damaged. The second home was built in 2008 also composed of brick
masonry. This hip metal roof did not receive any damaged as shown in Figure 79. In fact,
the only damages received to this property was to the soffit and to the fences that surrounded
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the house. Comparing both Figure 79 and Figure 80, it is easily perceived that the new
construction had a better performance when faced with the hurricane winds.
Relying on the observed damages, implementation of wind mitigation after Hurricane
Andrew was key on the difference on damages between these two homes. The old home was
lastly retrofitted on 1990, where roof to wall connections, opening protections and roof deck
attachments were not updated yet. Whereas the new home was constructed under the
required new technique on the building code. It is very possible that the new house has
impact resistant glass, but this information was not provided by the surveyors.

Figure 79. Old home located at 1200 86th St. Marathon
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Figure 80.New home located at 1040 81th St. Marathon

4.7.8 Sunset Drive at Lower Matecumbe Key
Sunset Dr. at Lower Matecumbe Key was an area which was affected both by wind and surge
during the event of Hurricane Irma. In total, 14 properties were surveyed on this street.
Although most of the houses suffered minor damages, some interesting cases were found in
this sector. Also, this area suffered from accumulation of sand post-storm. Figure 81 is a
map which categorizes the homes by type of home, type of damage, year built, and effective
year built.
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Figure 81. Building Era, Retrofitted Era and Type of Residence at Lower Matecumbe Key

The team reported three houses (house 3,8 and 11) to have important damages on this
sector. Each of this case will be studied individually.
Case 1. Surge and wind damage
254 Sunset Drive property (house 3) was severely damaged during hurricane Irma by both
wind and surge. The property is an on-grade house, constructed on 1959, very close to the
sea. In general, this type of homes is vulnerable to surge. The house was built mainly of brick
masonry with unknown reinforcement, but some extensions of the house were built of wood
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frame. The wood frame parts were damaged severely by the surge, while the brick masonry
suffered damage only to the stucco.

Figure 82.Behavior of wood frame vs brick masonry at 254 Sunset Dr

In addition to the failed wood frame parts, several openings were destroyed, allowing an
important quantity of water ingress into the home which produced interior damage. Figure
83 shows what is believed to be a destroyed slider. No evidence of shutters was found on the
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field for this particular component. On this area, the wind speed estimate during the storm
was betweem177 km/h (110 mph) to 193 km/h (120 mph), while the surge estimate was 4
feet to 6 feet. See the interior damage on Figure 83.

Figure 83.Damages produced by surge to 254 Sunset Dr.
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As mentioned at the beginning of the case, this single-family home also faced wind damages.
60 percent of its metal roof and several edges of the roof were destroyed and detached from
the deck. Below is included the location of the house circled in red and a picture that shows
the roof damage of the house. Notice on Figure 84, that the neighbors suffered minor damage
(dark green) or no damage (light green) at all.

Figure 84.254 Sunset Dr. location and roof damaged

Case 2. Wind Damage
225 Sunset Dr. is a property which was moderately damaged by wind during Irma(See Figure
85). This house was built in 1958 and retrofitted in 1995. When the team arrived at the house,
repairs were been made on the roof. Apparently, some roof cover and roof sheathing,
together with several structural roof beams were damaged during the hazard. In this case,
like in many other instances in the Keys, the home owner was not insured for wind, because
of the high cost of the insurance premiums.

Figure 85.Location and roof failure of 225 Sunset Dr.
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Another case of wind damage occurred to 193 Sunset Dr. This home was built on 1976 and
was retrofitted in 1980. Additionally, it was built almost entirely of wood (structurally and
façade). The roof, which was destroyed, was a made of wood planks covered by a flat
membrane. Figure 86 shows that the roof rafters were lifted and then rolled over the rest of
the roof. Furthermore, the owners of the house were as well concerned with the stability of
the house since some of the piers appeared to be twisted. The home was subsequently
destroyed.

Figure 86.Wind damage to a home built in 1976 of wood
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4.8 Conclusions
This chapter focused on recollecting, curating and using data from Hurricane Irma at Florida
Keys. On the following list, a group of conclusions obtained from the investigations are
stated:
✓ 72% of the 396-single-family residence were elevated. This might be one reason
why wind damage was observed three times more than surge damage.
✓ Non-elevated homes on the coast line or along canals were flooded irrespective of
age, while elevated homes in general were spared surge damage.
✓ All houses built before 1960 had at least one major improvement. Also, 65% of all
properties were built before 1994.
✓ The vast majority of the properties were retrofitted after 1994.
✓ Most of the structures faced wind speeds between 177 km/h (110 mph) and 193 km/h
(120 mph).
✓ Houses constructed or improved after 2002 were less vulnerable to damage.
✓ For the year range 1980 to 1889, 75% of the homes with no improvement were
severe to totally damaged, compared only to 25% of the retrofitted homes.
✓ The highest watermarks documented were on Big Pine Key, were measurements on
two single-family homes were close to 8 feet. Both measurements were obtained by
Dr. Shiling Pei. The addresses of the homes are.
o

2061 Coral Way Big Pine Key;

o

31641 Avenue D Big Pine Key;

✓ The amount of trash lining the streets and occupying parking lots, especially
appliances of all kind, carpeting, discarded cabinets, and furniture, was staggering
✓ Deposition of sands was widely seen on roads and on the ground floor of buildings
as a result of the storm surge.
✓ Debris carried on by the surge, especially boats, did affect buildings regardless of
elevation.
✓ There was also evidence of localized tornado damage, with in one case a series of
elevated buildings completely destroyed along a line typical of tornadic activity.
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Chapter 5.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Tornadic and Hurricane events are natural disasters which affect the world yearly. Human
lives and economic resources are jeopardized every time a strong wind event occurs. The
objectives of the investigations reported in this thesis is to better understand the effect of
catastrophic storm events. The ultimate goal is to improve the prediction of wind storms
effects, and to develop adequate mitigation strategies, which could lead to a reduction of
losses due to tornadoes and hurricanes. The thesis deals with a tornado event in China, and
a hurricane event in Florida. The conclusions are as follows.

5.1 Tornado in Jiangsu, China
The tornado in Jiangsu, China, was one of the biggest tornadoes in the country in fifty years.
21 rural villages were mostly affected by the tornado, where around 98% of the structures
were residential homes.
During a post-event reconnaissance, the survey team found 4 collapsed communication
towers. In this work, we carried out a forensic analysis for three of these communication
towers, which yielded lower bound estimates of wind speeds. The calculated wind speeds
coincide with the range of wind speeds for collapsed towers given by the Damage Indicator
#25 of the Enhanced Fujita Scale. The estimated lower bound wind speeds range from 54m/s
(120mph) to 67m/s (150mph). Following the Enhanced Fujita scale, these winds would
correspond to an EF3 to EF4 tornado. This coincides with the China Meteorological
Administration rating of the tornado as an EF4 tornado.
Another very preliminary forensic study of an industrial warehouse, which was destroyed
during the event, yielded lower bound estimate 58 m/s (130 mph) for the collapse of the
warehouse. This is subject to extreme caution since no real information was available
regarding the engineering of the warehouse.
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This estimation of wind speeds corroborates the extensive damage observed along the track
of the tornado, and explains why the vast majority of unreinforced masonry homes in the
path of the tornado were destroyed or severely damaged, with the subsequent loss of life. In
view of these wind speeds, it should be a priority in rural China to retrofit the existing
building stock, or at least to provide shelters capable of resisting these kind of wind speeds.
It is recommended to include in a possible future analysis any future information obtained
about the warehouse.
Likewise, future forensic analysis should focus on the documented structures shown in
Appendix A.

5.2 Hurricane Irma
The Florida Keys underwent high velocity wind speeds and storm surge during Hurricane
Irma. A reconnaissance team surveyed 537 structures in the Florida Keys, where most of the
structures faced wind speeds between 177 km/h (110 mph) and 193 km/h (120 mph).
Concurrently to the high wind speeds, the highest measured surge water marks were at Big
Pine Key which were close to 8 feet.
Numerous types of structures including single family homes, marinas, gas stations, schools,
and restaurants were damaged. This thesis focuses on the forensic analyses of the singlefamily homes. Of the 396 homes assessed, 72% were elevated homes. This is one reason
why wind damages were three times more prevalent than surge damages. In general, elevated
houses performed better than on grade houses.
The data revealed that all houses build before 1960 had at least one major improvement, and
that although 65 percent of the properties were built before 1994, the vast majority, 80%,
were retrofitted after 1994. The data showed that the amount of damage was highly
correlated to year built and year of retrofit. For example, an analysis of the damage for the
homes built and/or retrofitted in the era from 1980 to 1989 shows that 75% of the homes
with no improvements had severe to total damage, compared only to 25% of the retrofitted
homes. Several case studies comparing houses built pre-2002 vs. post-2002 clearly
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demonstrates that homes built after 2002 were less vulnerable to the storm. The type of wind
damage observed spanned from complete destruction in the case of older, non-retrofitted
homes, to almost pristine undamaged newer homes.
There was also evidence of localized tornado damage, with in one case a series of elevated
buildings completely destroyed along a line typical of tornadic activity.
For surge damage, the real issue is the elevation of the homes. Non-elevated homes on the
coast line or along canals were flooded irrespective of age, while elevated homes in general
were spared surge damage. Buildings facing the open sea had structural damage with
destruction of the walls and partitions, while buildings further away from the coast line, and
along canals, were simply flooded by the rising waters. Although the reconnaissance team
did not quantify it, the amount of trash lining the streets and occupying parking lots,
especially appliances of all kind, carpeting, discarded cabinets, and furniture, was staggering.
Not only the flooding resulted in substantial losses for home owners, but the disposal of the
resulting trash is a critical issue.
Debris carried on by the surge, especially boats, did affect buildings regardless of elevation.
Another issue observed was the deposition of sands on roads and on the ground floor of
buildings as a result of the storm surge.
Finally, from conversations with home owners of damaged buildings, it was clear that many
of them had no wind insurance or even flood insurance. The general comment was that wind
insurance was too expensive, and they had no other choice than to take the risk or to selfinsure. This is a real social issue, with consequences on the make-up of the population of
the Keys, as lower income groups are progressively priced-out of the Keys. Many home
owners without insurance cannot afford to rebuilt, and are forced to sell their property to a
more affluent segment of the population.
All the data is available on the NHERI cyber-infrastructure portal DesignSafe.ci (KijewskiCorrea, et al., 2017) . The recollected data is available to the research community at large,
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and could serve for many additional types of future analyses. These could range from macro
analyses of entire damaged areas, to micro analyses of a particular building component.

5.3 Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (Shown in
Appendix C)
The results of reconnaissance studies like the one reported here for tornadoes and especially
hurricanes are incorporated into catastrophe models, which are used for risk prediction by
the insurance industry, risk management, and cost benefits evaluation of mitigation measures
among others. In particular, it is hoped that the lesson learned from Irma will be incorporated
into the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model in the near future. The model itself is being
upgraded to include both wind and flood hazards, and to merge into one model the currently
separate personal and commercial low-rise residential vulnerability models. This thesis
briefly reports on an initial preliminary study to reduce the differences in vulnerability
between both models (PR and CLR) of the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model. The idea
is that one unique model could predict damages for commercial and personal residence on
the future. The interior damage model and the soffit models were two components of the
CLR which were evaluated. This work was very preliminary and will be followed-up with
more exhaustive investigations to be reported somewhere else.
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Appendix A Survey Notes Jiangsu Tornado 2016
#

Time

Location

Longtitude（E）

Remark

1

2016/11/27
15:10

Golden Sand
Lake

the huge
stone at
the
entrance

33°43′7.14″

119°48′34.29″

The stone is made up
with many small
stones,whose weight is
around 600 jin.

2

2016/11/27
15:40

Golden Sand
Lake

wooden
gootway

33°43′6.68″

119°48′38.85″

It was blowed over.

3

2016/11/27
15:55

Golden Sand
Lake

the home
of
tourists

33°43′4.92″

119°48′40.19″

reinforced concrete

Latitude（N）

4

2016/11/27
16:15

Golden Sand
Lake

the sand
dunes

2 people died,one was on
his way to the cabin on
the top of the sand
dune,the other one was
on the parking lot.
40 coats were damaged.

5

2016/11/27
16:20

Golden Sand
Lake

seven
star
pavilion

7 pavilons were all
destroyed.

bearing
pillars

Bolts diameter：3cm
50cm*25cm*1.4cm
50cm*30cm*20cm*16cm
The distance between
two pillars on the same
side：9m.
The distance between
two pillars on the
differect sides：23.6m

6

7

8

2016/11/28
9:35

2016/11/28
9:35

2016/11/28
9:22

Zhongyi Car
Maintenance
Company

Zhongyi Car
Maintenance
Company

Zhongyi Car
Maintenance
Company

33°44′4.88″

119°50′29.01″

small
workshop

Bolts diameter: 1.6cm
The length of the nail
through the color steel
tile: 2cm, 2.5cm
The height where the nail
located:37.5cm

reference
workshop

The reference workshop
is 1/3 smaller than the
damaged workshop. The
length of the reference
workshop and the
damaged workshop are
45m and 75m
respectively.The distance
between 2 pillars on the
different sides we
mesured is 24.3cm
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#

Time

9

2016/11
/28 9:23

Location

Latitude（N）

Longtitude（E）

Remark

Zhongyi Car
Maintenance
Company

Office

The length of the air
conditioning outer packing:
72cm
Pillar:33cm 20cm
2 tons of container was blowed
to 200m away, and more than
10 tons of truck was blowed to
the river. The roof was rolling
up.

10

2016/11
/28 9:24

Canadian Solar
Inc

bearin
g
pillars

11

2016/11
/28 9:25

Canadian Solar
Inc

pylon
e

diameter: 20cm

damag
ed
buildi
ng

The steel building damaged
seriously, but the stand
columns and beams were not
destroyed. The concrete
building damaged lightly.300400 people got hurt in this
factory, and two women died on
their way to work.

12

13

2016/11
/28 9:26

2016/11
/28
14:00

Canadian Solar
Inc

Lixin village

33°44′14″

119°51′23″

33°44′52″

119°52′46″
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There were 343 houses in
Linxin village, and 180 on the
east of the bridge, 163 on the
west of the bridge. The building
on the south of the river were
all destoryed. All the pylones
and towers were twisted off.
30% of the buildings have 2
floors, and most of the roofs are
gables. The roof are made up
with 3 stories：matt, plaster
and tiles.Most of the buildings
are masonry structure type.
According to the construction
method, the buildings can be
divided into two kinds: frame
type and bricks type. Frame
type: Pour concrete first.
Bricks: Build a wall with bricks
first and then pour concrete.
Subsidy：
35,000(rebuild)+20,000(house
site)=55,000

#

Time

Location

Latitude (N)

Longitude (E)

Remark

14

2016/11/28
14:15

Lixin
village

damaged
building

33°44′51.83″

119°52′46.59″

It is a 2 storeys building with
an affiliated cabin.
Roof: gable
1 people died, 4 got hurt
Bricks structure

15

2016/11/28
14:22

Lixin
village

pylone

33°44′50.00″

119°52′47.83″

diameter:40cm

119°53′51.04″

2 storeys
Roof: gable
Bricks structure
The roller shutter doors
were destoryed.

119°54′1.74″

Angles:12*12*0.5
6*6*0.2
7*7*0.3
5*5*0.2
Bolts：Jiangbiao 8.4
hardness:8.4

16

17

2016/11/28
14:27

2016/11/28
13:30

Lixin
village

Museum

residence

communication
tower 1

33°44′45.59″

33°46′10.24″

18

2016/11/28
13:50

Museum

street lamp

33°46′10.24″

119°54′1.74″

L4*4*7m
lamp：50cm*17.4cm*29cm
pole：6m*9.8cm*1mm
foundation width：25cm
The distance between
foundation and the bended
point: 57cm/54cm/48cm
gap:1cm

19

2016/11/28
16:30

Danping
village

communication
tower 2

33°42′8.11″

119°44′58.21″

L7*7*0.4cm
Tube diameter：27cm

20

2016/11/28
17:10

Danping
village

communication
tower 3

33°42′12.88″

119°45′0.66″

L20*20*1cm
L10*10*0.5cm
L8*8*0.4cm
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Appendix B Records of Little Torch Key

28388 County Rd Little Torch Key

707 Grenada Ln Little Torch Key
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728 Grenada Ln Little Torch Key

738 Grenada Ln Little Torch Key
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748 Grenada Ln Little Torch Key

758 Grenada Ln Little Torch Key

109

726 Jamaica Ln Little Torch Key
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Appendix C Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model
Introduction
The following chapter consist on some investigation made to the FPHLM vulnerability
models. The objective of the work is to try to reduce the gap between the personal residential
model and the commercial residential model. On the future, it is planned to merge and use
only one program that works accurately for both different models. Several attempts to reduce
the gap between the models are listed on this chapter. Figure 87 shows the different curves
obtained by both models. Green color stands for timber structure while blue color stands for
masonry buildings. Additionally, dash lines are the results obtained by the commercial lowrise model, whereas the dot lines are the results obtained using the personal residential
model.

Figure A.Vulnerability curves for PR model and CLR model
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Threshold for complete interior damage in CLR
In the CR interior damage model, the interior damage is a linear function of the amount of
water penetration in the building, up to a certain threshold. Once the height of accumulated
water inside the building reaches a value of 1in, the interior damage is assumed to be 100%.

•

Threshold value

The idea is to modify the threshold approximating the behavior of the commercial residential
model to the personal residential model. Figure B below shows a comparison between the
results obtained from the commercial low-rise model (CRL) and the personal residential
(PR). Dots lines represent the results obtained for the PR, while solid and dash lines represent
both the results for the CRL. The difference between dash lines and solid lines is that a
deterministic value of the threshold was changed from 1in to 1. 5in.We are interested in
improving the match of the curves between 0 to 120 mph, but the results of the change are
hardly noticeable for low wind speeds. This is expected, since the interior damage at low to
moderate wind speeds is lower than 100%, so an increase in the value of the threshold would
have no effects. On the contrary, for very high wind speeds, the change on the threshold does
have an effect.

Figure B. PR Vs Deterministic Threshold CLR
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•

Threshold distribution

In addition to adjusting the value of the threshold, the team decided to randomize it, and to
test different and to test different probability distributions. The objective was to flatten the
“S” shape of the CLR curves. The selected distributions were normal distribution (truncated),
gamma distribution and uniform distribution (See Figure 89). To do an effective comparison,
the mean was selected to be 3in in each of the distributions. This analysis was based on
masonry 1 story buildings. That way we tested the concept with fewer curves.

Figure C.CLR curves with different distributions

The gamma distribution, which is represented by dot lines, resulted in an important increase
at low to moderate wind speeds. Dash lines represents Normal distribution, while solid lines
the uniform distribution. We selected the gamma distribution as the new tentative pdf for the
threshold value. Figure C shows the effect for wind speeds from 50 mph to 70 mph where
the damage ratio increased with the new distribution.
Since the interior damage model is in the process of being totally revamped, and the
concept of the threshold will be eliminated, this study might not be of further consequence
for the merger of the two models. Instead, we shifted our attention on reducing the
vulnerability by randomizing other parameters in the model.
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Soffit Study
We investigated which parameters not already randomized, could be randomized. The soffit
is one such component. There are two types of soffit which were implemented on the CLR
model, which are Recessed soffit and Flushed soffit. Flushed soffit is currently being used
for the most recent version of the program V6.2. But, before adopting the flushed soffit, the
older version V6.0 of the model, used recessed soffit. Figure 91 shows the difference in
geometry between both types of soffits.

Figure D.Recessed Vs Flushed Soffit. ( (Johnson, 2011))

Although the Flushed soffit is the one implemented on the most recent version, the Recessed
soffit function is still included as a comment on the source code. That way, the team can
decide anytime on what type of soffit to use. Also having both codes could be helpful if the
team decides in the future to incorporate both in a newer version.
Both models, for gable roofs, assume a 2 in gap along the length of the soffit on the gable
side of a gable roof. This assumption seemed to big since there is barely any gap on the gable
side of the soffit. Therefore, the assumption was reduced to 1/8i n gap.
After the modification, the vulnerability curves where plotted for both models to see how
the type of soffit would impact the vulnerability. Dash lines stands for recessed soffit, while
solid lines represent flushed soffit. As shown in Figure E, the differences between both
models is hardly noticeable.
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Figure E.Flushed soffit Vs Recessed soffit

Conclusions
In This chapter we modified some variables from the interior damage of the commercial lowrise program. The objective was to reduce the gap between the vulnerability curves from bet
the commercial low rise and the personal residential models.
•

First, we changed the deterministic value of the threshold for the height of water
penetration corresponding to 100% interior damage. An increase from 1 in to 1.5 in
did not impact significantly the vulnerability curves.

•

Second, we randomized the threshold and adopted a gamma distribution to this new
random variable.

•

Third, we evaluated the impact of using different soffits models in the CLR model.
Results showed that both, flushed and recessed soffits, yield to similar results

•

Finally, future work should consist on randomizing other variables of the interior
damage model.
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